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SURVEY OF RECENT HALAKHIC 
PERIODICAL LITERATURE

INSTANT SOUP ON SHABBAT

I nstant soup is a convenience of the modern age that can be prepared 
by simply adding hot water to a packaged mixture. The ingredients 
consist of a basic powder that yields one of a variety of fl avors to 

which pre-cooked noodles and/or dehydrated vegetables are usually 
added. The food item is of particular benefi t to hospital patients and trav-
elers to whom cooking facilities are not available. Preparation of such 
soup on Shabbat presents a possible problem regarding the “cooking”1 of 

1 The Gemara, Shabbat 40b, declares that, for halakhic purposes, “cooking” is de-
fi ned as having been achieved when a food substance reaches the degree of heat 
at which yad soledet bo. Rashi, ad locum, understands that phrase as connoting the 
temperature at which “a person would withdraw his hand because of fear, so that it 
will not be burned.” The Gemara also defi nes “cooking” as taking place at the tem-
perature at which kereiso shel tinok nikhveit bo, i.e., the abdomen of a child would be 
scalded. As is evident from the statement of the Gemara, Bet Yosef, Tur Yoreh De’ah 
105, and in his Shulḥan Arukh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 318:14, rules that the two descriptions 
of the heat at which cooking occurs are identical. There is signifi cant controversy with 
regard to the temperature at which food becomes yad soledet bo in our measurement 
of degrees of heat. Although there is some disagreement, most authorities place the 
degree of heat at which “cooking” occurs at some point between 40˚ Centigrade 
(104˚ Fahrenheit) and 45˚ Centigrade (113˚ Fahrenheit).

R. Abraham ha-Levi Horvitz, Orḥot Rabbenu, I, 150, reports that Ḥazon Ish was 
stringent in determining the degree of heat to be 40˚ Centigrade (104˚ Fahrenheit). 
R.  Shmu’el ha-Levi Woszner, Teshuvot Shevet ha-Levi, VII, no. 131, reports that Ḥazon 
Ish regarded “a bit more than 40˚ Centigrade” to be yad soledet. R Moshe Feinstein, 
Iggerot Mosheh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, IV, no. 74, posits yad soledet as no less than 43˚ Centigrade 
(110˚ Fahrenheit) and no more than 71˚ Centigrade (160˚ Fahrenheit). R. Shlomoh 
Zalman Auerbach, No’am, VI (Jerusalem, 5723), pp. 314-316, reprinted in idem, 
Minḥat Shlomoh, I, no. 91, sec. 8, and cited by R. Joshua Neuwirth, Shemirat Shabbat 
ke-Hilkhatah, 2nd edition (Jerusalem, 5739) 1:1, note 3, establishes yad soledet as 
no less than 45˚ Centigrade (113˚ Fahrenheit). That assessment is based upon the 
temperature of blood as it fl ows from the neck of a bird subsequent to slaughter. See 
Ḥullin 8b. This is also the opinion of R. Ovadiah Yosef, Teshuvot Yabi’a Omer, III, 
Oraḥ Ḥayyim, no. 24, sec. 6. R. Yitzchak Ya’akov Weisz, Likkutei Teshuvot, Minḥat 
Yiẓḥak, (Jerusalem, 5756), no. 29, states tha t a food product into which a person can 
place his fi nger and hold it in situ for a full minute is certainly not yad soledet. Minḥat 
Yiẓḥak estimates that temperature to be 45˚ Centigrade (113˚ Fahrenheit). Minḥat 
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the various ingredients.2 Analysis of the issues presented in pouring hot 
water over each of the three components is presented by R. Jacob Joseph 
Winkler in the European Torah Journal, Kol ha-Torah, no. 85 (Tishri 
5778).

The issue regarding the “cooking” of the noodles in the soup is readily 
resolved. As reported, the noodles used in brands commercially available 
in the United States are fi rst fully cooked. At that early stage the noodles 
are soft and entirely edible. Subsequently, the noodles are hardened by 

Yiẓḥak regards the heat at which a fi nger would be withdrawn within fi fteen seconds 
as certainly within the category of yad soledet. He estimates that temperature to be ap-
proximately 49˚ Centigrade (120.2˚ Fahrenheit). Cf., Teshuvot Minḥat Yiẓḥak, V, no. 
127, sec. 4. However, Bekhor Shor, Ḥullin 103b, regards the withdrawal of a fi nger as 
an inaccurate form of assessing yad soledet since the Gemara, Shabbat 40b, defi nes the 
halakhic concept of “cooking” as occurring at the temperature at which an infant’s 
abdomen would become burned. The skin of a newly born child is delicate and eas-
ily burned. See Maḥaẓit ha-Shekel 318:7. See also Ḥazon Ish, Mo’ed, Hilkhot Shabbat 
52:19, s.v., ve-kol zeh. R. Ya’ir Chaim Bacharach, Teshuvot Ḥavvot Ya’ir, no. 101, 
cited by Pitḥei Teshuvah, Yoreh De’ah 94:2, states that yad soledet is the temperature of 
saliva, i.e., 37˚ Centigrade (98.6˚ Fahrenheit). Yabi’a Omer opines that Ḥavvot Ya’ir 
is not referring to normal temperature but to the temperature of someone who has 
a fever, i.e., several degrees higher. R. Zevi Hirsch Shapira, Darkei Teshuvah, Yoreh 
De’ah 105:51, cites one authority who rules that yad soledet is equivalent to the tem-
perature of milk when expressed from the udder of a cow. See D. P. Fordham, P. T. 
McCarthy and P. Rowlinson, “An evaluation of milk temperature measurement for 
detecting ostrus in dairy cattle,” Veterinary Research Communications, vol. XI, no. 4 
(July, 1897) pp. 367, 379. One scientifi c study found that the temperature of freshly 
expressed milk varies between 37.82˚ and 38.64˚ Centigrade (100.076˚ and 101.552˚ 
Fahrenheit, respectively).

R. Joseph Chaim ben Elijah al-Ḥakham, Ben Ish Ḥai, vol. 2, Parashat Bo, sec. 5, 
presents a general rule for determining yad soledet: “Any hot food that is edible or 
potable such that a person would not refrain from it because of its elevated heat is not 
deemed to be yad soledet; but if [a person] refrains from [the foodstuff] because of its 
elevated heat it is yad soledet bo.” That position is followed by R. Jacob Chaim Sofer, 
Kaf ha-Ḥayyim, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 318:143. R. Chaim Noe, Keẓot ha-Shulḥan 124:11, 
objected to that formulation on the grounds that “the abdomen of an infant becomes 
burned” by a liquid even at a degree of heat suffi ciently low such that an adult would 
imbibe the liquid with no diffi culty. See also Darkei Teshuvah, Yoreh De’ah 105:51.

2 Clear water poured over the soup powder does acquire the color of the powder 
with which it is mixed. Although there are authorities, some of whom are cited by 
Sha’arei Teshuvah, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 318:4, who differ, Shulḥan Arukh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 
320:19, rules that the prohibition against “dyeing” or coloring does not apply to 
food. Nevertheless, many latter-day authorities recommend stringency with regard to 
“coloring” food products. Mishnah Berurah, Sha’ar ha-Ẓiyyun 318:65, suggests that 
the prohibition against coloring is limited to mixing a colored foodstuff into an as 
yet uncolored food but does not apply if the uncolored food is mixed into an already 
colored food. According to Sha’ar ha-Ẓiyyun, the soup powder should fi rst be placed 
into a utensil and the clear water then poured over the powder rather than the reverse. 
Keẓot ha-Shulḥan 146:9, note 16 (12), dismisses that distinction.
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dipping them into boiling oil and later returned to a soft state by the 
consumer when he or she pours hot water over them prior to eating. If 
so, pouring hot water on Shabbat over the noodles present in a soup mix 
poses no problem. An already fully cooked and entirely edible food prod-
uct is not subject to the prohibition against cooking on Shabbat, provided 
that the foodstuff is completely dry. The applicable halakhic principle 
with regard to cooking dry food is “Ein bishul aḥar bishul – There is no 
cooking after cooking.” 

However, the primary ingredient of the soup is the powder that ac-
counts for the substance and fl avor of the soup. It is the heating of the 
powder on Shabbat that presents the most diffi cult problem. The powder 
is a compound of various ingredients, including previously uncooked 
“tavlin,” or “spices,” i.e., substances used in cooking for purposes of 
taste rather than nutrition. Regulations regarding the heating of previ-
ously uncooked foodstuffs by immersing them in hot water or by pouring 
hot water over such foods are complex.

The general rule is that all uncooked foods may become “cooked” if 
immersed in water heated over a fi re or if such water is poured over the 
food. Nevertheless, if the food is placed in a kli sheni, or a “second uten-
sil,” namely, a utensil in which the water was not heated but into which 
already cooked hot water has previously been placed, the food is not sus-
ceptible to “cooking.” The leniency with regard to a kli sheni is based 
upon the notion that the walls of a kli sheni “cool” the contents placed 
therein with the result that foodstuffs heated in a kli sheni are not re-
garded as “cooked” regardless of how hot the food placed therein may 
become.3

Ḥayyei Adam, Hilkhot Shabbat 20:4, followed by Mishnah Berurah 
318:48, distinguishes between water in a kli sheni that is merely yad soledet 
and water which is heated to the higher temperature of yad nikhveit, i.e., 
water that has reached not only the temperature at which a person would 
withdraw his hand but is hot enough to burn a hand immersed therein. 
Ḥayyei Adam and Mishnah Berurah maintain that all authorities concede 
that a kli sheni “cooks” food placed therein if the contents of that utensil 
have reached a temperature at which yad nikhveit. Ḥazon Ish, Mo’ed, 
Hilkhot Shabbat 52:19, s.v., ve-kol zeh, observes that “it is diffi cult to dis-
tinguish between yad soledet and [yad] nikhveit” and consequently “the 
leniency of kli sheni has fallen into a pit.”

3 Magen Avraham, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 318:15 rules that heating food in a kli sheni is 
forbidden because it is “meḥazi ke-mevashel,” i.e., it “appears to be ‘cooking.’”
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In addition, many authorities recognize a second category of 
foodstuffs known as foods that are “kalei ha-bishul,” or “easily cooked.” 
Halakhah regards such foods as more sensitive to heat than ordinary 
foodstuffs and hence, according to all authorities, they are deemed to be 
susceptible to becoming “cooked” even in a kli sheni. In contradistinc-
tion, ordinary foodstuffs are slower to undergo change and consequently 
are regarded as not susceptible to being cooked in a kli sheni. According 
to the authorities cited by Shulḥan Arukh 318:5, it is forbidden to place 
foodstuffs that are kalei ha-bishul in hot water on Shabbat even in a kli 
sheni. Ḥayyei Adam, Hilkhot Shabbat 20:4, and Mishnah Berurah 318:42 
state that we are not able to determine with precision which foods are 
included in the category of kalei ha-bishul and which are not and, conse-
quently, we must refrain from heating any food in a kli sheni. 

Mishnah Berurah 318:47, citing Pri Megadim, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, Eshel 
Avraham 318:35, distinguishes between a kli sheni and a kli shlishi, i.e., a 
“third utensil.”4 Mishnah Berurah rules that, although foods categorized 
as kalei ha-bishul may not be heated in a kli sheni, they may be heated in 
a kli shlishi.5 That ruling refl ects the notion that food that has been heat-
ed, regardless of the degree of heat it has attained, and has then passed 
through the cold walls of two successive utensils has lost its power to 
effect the changes in another foodstuff that are requisite for halakhic cat-
egorization as “cooking.” However, Ḥazon Ish, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 52:19, s.v. 
u-le-inyan, disagrees with Mishnah Berurah. Ḥazon Ish declares that there 
is no distinction between a kli sheni and a kli shlishi and therefore food 
should not be heated to the extent of yad soledet even in a kli shlishi. Nev-
ertheless, Ḥazon Ish recognizes that the common practice is to permit use 
of a kli shlishi on Shabbat. In partial justifi cation, he points out that the 
prohibition against cooking on Shabbat applies only if a food item be-
comes heated to the degree of yad soledet bo; accordingly, points out 
Ḥazon Ish, in practical terms, the contents of a kli shlishi are not likely to 
become heated to the extent of yad soledet.6

4 Pri Megadim expresses doubt with regard to such a distinction and quotes Baḥ 
who asserts that even a kli revi’i, i.e., “a fourth utensil” is comparable to a kli sheni. 
Pri Megadim inclines to a permissive position if the contents of the kli sheni are 
poured into “small bowls.” Cf., Magen Avraham, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 446:9.

5 Pri Megadim, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, Eshel Avraham 318:35, equates pouring the con-
tents of a kli sheni over food with heating in a kli shlishi.

6 Such is probably the case in ordinary culinary practice. It is, however, obvious 
that, by design, in an attempt to circumvent Shabbat restrictions, heat to the extent of 
yad soledet might readily be achieved in a kli shlishi. 
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There is yet another category of food products, viz., kalei ha-bishul 
be-yoter, i.e., foodstuffs that are “exceedingly easy to cook,” to which an 
even more stringent rule applies. According to all authorities, foodstuffs 
that are kalei ha-bishul be-yoter may not be cooked even in a kli shlishi. 
The Gemara, Shabbat 145b, lists a number of items, including very salty 
foods, that are classifi ed in that manner and states that “rinsing” such 
foods in hot water makes them edible. Bi’ur Halakhah 318:4, s.v. ḥuẓ, 
explains that the Sages regarded “the cooking of such foods to be com-
pleted by means of a small amount of rinsing in hot water so that they 
become raised to the state of becoming edible just as is the case with 
proper cooking. . . . Therefore, we should be extremely careful not to 
rinse them [with hot water] even when poured from a kli sheni.”7 Tea 
leaves and uncooked eggs are included in this category.

The powder contained in instant soup is composed of previously un-
cooked spices and fl avoring. Such ingredients are termed “tavlin” to 
which a somewhat different rule applies. The Gemara, Shabbat 42b, de-
clares that tavlin becomes “cooked” in a kli rishon, i.e., a utensil whose 
contents have been heated over a fi re, but not in a kli sheni. Accordingly, 
Shulḥan Arukh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 318:10-11, rules that it is forbidden to 
place tavlin in water heated over a fi re even after the hot water has been 
removed from the stove or to pour water heated over a fi re directly over 
tavlin. However, as stated by Mishnah Berurah 318:65, it is permitted to 
pour the hot water into a second utensil, i.e., a kli sheni, and then to place 
the tavlin in the latter utensil even while the water remains hot. If so, 
instant soup might be prepared on Shabbat by spilling the soup powder 
into hot water already poured into a kli sheni. 

These provisions notwithstanding, R. Joshua Neuwirth, Shemirat 
Shabbat ke-Hilkhatah, 2nd edition (Jerusalem, 5739), chap 1, note 152, 
reports that the late R. Shlomoh Zalman Auerbach found reason to dis-
tinguish between the tavlin discussed by the Gemara and those customar-
ily used in cooking in our day. His consideration was that, nowadays, 
“spices” are routinely pulverized before heating with the result that the 
hot liquid of even a kli sheni can readily penetrate the fi ne particles of the 
powdered substance and may cause them to become thoroughly cooked 
even in a kli sheni.8 Accordingly, such substances may not be heated on 

7 It is obvious that, when use of a kli shlishi is forbidden, pouring from a kli sheni is 
similarly forbidden. See supra, note 5.

8 Use of ground tavlin was certainly not unknown in the talmudic period. See 
Shabbat 141b and Beiẓah 14a. R. Yitzchak Darzi, Shevut Yiẓḥak, chap. 24, note 32, 
observes that Rabbi Auerbach undoubtedly distinguished between ground spices and 
spices pulverized to the point of being reduced to a powder.
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Shabbat even in a kli sheni. A letter to that effect authored by Rabbi 
Auerbach is published in R. Moshe Meir Yadler, Me’or ha-Shabbat, II, 
no. 32, sec. 5.

R. Yitzchak Darzi, Shevut Yiẓḥak, chap. 24, sec. 3, reports that, going 
beyond the question addressed in his letter, Rabbi Auerbach orally ex-
pressed doubt with regard to whether ground tavlin might have an even 
more stringent status, viz., the status of kalei ha-bishul be-yoter, i.e., items 
that are exceedingly easy to cook. According to all authorities, foods of 
that nature may not be heated even in a “kli shelishi” or “third utensil,” 
i.e., heated water taken off a fl ame that has been poured into another 
utensil and from that utensil into a third utensil. Rabbi Auerbach ex-
pressed doubt with regard to whether, because of their pulverized state, 
ground tavlin are to be regarded as falling into that category. On the 
other hand, R. Moshe Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, IV, no. 
74, sec. 18, assumes as a matter of course that ground coffee is to be clas-
sifi ed as ordinary tavlin and may be heated even in a kli sheni.

Thus, the problem with regard to heating instant soup on Shabbat 
lies in the soup powder that contains pulverized, uncooked tavlin. Al-
though Iggerot Mosheh regards ground tavlin to be no different from 
ordinary tavlin which may be heated in a kli sheni, Rabbi Auerbach, as 
noted, expressed uncertainty with regard to whether powdered tavlin 
should be categorized among the kalei ha-bishul be-yoter and hence for-
bidden to be heated even in a kli shlishi. However, the problem exists only 
if the soup heated in the kli sheni reaches the temperature of yad soledet. 
If the hot water is allowed to cool somewhat before adding the soup mix, 
the problem is entirely avoided.

The third issue arises because many instant soups also contain previ-
ously uncooked dehydrated vegetables. Those vegetables are dehydrated 
by means of hot air that may or may not have heated the vegetables to the 
level of yad soledet bo, i.e., the degree of heat at which a foodstuff is 
halakhically regarded as “cooked.”9

Mishnah Berurah 318:42 includes vegetables among foods that are 
kalei ha-bishul.10 As stated earlier, kalei ha-bishul, or readily cooked foods, 

9 Rabbi Winkler reports that the vegetables reach a temperature of 160˚ Fahrenheit 
in the dehydration process.

10 Mishnah Berurah 318:39 regards tea leaves as kalei ha-bishul be-yoter and ac-
cordingly forbids steeping tea leaves on Shabbat even in a kli shelishi. Bi’ur Halakhah 
318:4, s.v. ve-kulyas, cites Rambam, Hilkhot Shabbat 9:2, in opining that any very 
thinly cut food product is to be categorized as among the kalei ha-bishul be-yoter. A 
permissive view with regard to use of a kli shelishi is expressed by R. Abraham Chaim 
Noe, Kezot ha-Shulḥan, and by R. Baruch Weiss, Minḥat Barukh, no. 12. Cf., Iggerot 
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may not be heated to the level of yad soledet in a kli sheni. The Gemara, 
Shabbat 42a, specifi cally speaks of (previously unheated) salt as a food-
stuff that is in the category of kalei ha-bishul. Mishnah Berurah 318:2 
explains that “soft” foods are more readily cooked and therefore it is for-
bidden to place them in a kli sheni on Shabbat. As has also been noted, 
Ḥayyei Adam and Mishnah Berurah indicate that, since we are not suffi -
ciently knowledgeable to be able to distinguish between ordinary foods 
and those that are kalei ha-bishul, we may not employ a kli sheni for the 
purpose of heating any food. 

Quite often, the vegetables in soup mixes are few in number. If the 
vegetables have not previously reached the temperature of yad soledet in 
the dehydration process, they can readily be removed from the mixture 
before Shabbat.

JUDAISM AND NATURAL LAW: AN ADDENDUM

Natural law theorists assert that fundamental principles of morality 
need not be taught or legislated; rather, they are innate and can be ap-
prehended by the light of reason alone. Those who disclaim a knowledge 
of such ingrained principles are regarded as either liars or as lacking in a 
faculty of moral awareness. Their opponents deny that there are a priori 
propositions; rather, moral principles are the product of cultural, soci-
etal, pragmatic, legal and/or pedagogical factors. As Professor William K. 
Frankena famously described the controversy: Natural law theorists de-
pict their detractors as suffering from moral blindness while philosophers 
who reject such a priori notions claim that natural law theorists suffer 
from moral hallucination.11

Natural law is not in vogue among contemporary academics and in-
tellectuals. One of the major concerns raised in the confi rmation hearing 

Mosheh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, IV, no. 74, sec. 15. Rabbi Winkler also cites R. Moshe Schick, 
Teshuvot Maharam Shik, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, no. 132, who asserts that tea leaves themselves 
are not edible and therefore their status insofar as cooking is concerned is different 
from ordinary foodstuffs. Cooking tea leaves – and cooking other nonedible ingre-
dients used in dyeing – is not designed to soften the substance in order to make it 
edible but to extract color or taste. Consequently, the halakhic principle “there is no 
‘cooking’ after ‘cooking’” is not applicable so long as that process is not completed. 
See also R. Moshe Sofer, Teshuvot Ḥatam Sofer, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, no. 74 and Teshuvot 
Shevet ha-Levi, I, no. 90, as well as R. Yechiel Michel Epstein, Arukh ha-Shulḥan, 
Oraḥ Ḥayyim 318:28. Cf., however, Iggerot Mosheh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, IV, no. 74, sec. 15.

11 William K. Frankena, “The Naturalistic Fallacy,” Mind, vol. 48, no. 192 (October, 
1939), pp. 474-76.
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regarding Justice Clarence Thomas’ nomination to the United States Su-
preme Court was that, in his youth, he had authored an article espousing 
a natural law position. Nevertheless, the Declaration of Independence 
professes a belief “that all Men are created equal, that they are endowed 
by their Creator with certain unalienable [sic.] Rights, that among these 
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” The belief that humans 
are divinely endowed with inalienable rights is natural law in a theological 
guise. The phrase was borrowed from John Locke’s Two Treatises of Civil 
Government where the rights are identifi ed as life, liberty and enjoyment 
of property.12 Prosecutors at the Nuremberg trials recognized that the 
defendants’ conduct was not only permitted, but mandated, by the legal 
system to which they were held accountable. The charge was that they 
knew that their actions were indefensible because they had a compelling, 
self-evident duty to obey a higher law. Several decades later, Lieutenant 
William Calley was court-martialed for following orders in massacring the 
civilian inhabitants of My Lai during the Vietnam War.13 Vestiges of natu-
ral law may remain and be unrecognized even when a comprehensive 
doctrine of natural law is vehemently denied. Elements of natural law 
doctrine may fi nd expression, albeit unacknowledged, in various legal 
systems. 

The term “natural law” or its Hebrew equivalent rarely appears in 
Jewish legal or philosophical literature and, indeed, its fi rst appearance is 
in the writing of Joseph Albo in the fi fteenth century. It is clear that the 
bedrock of Jewish law is revelation rather than reason. Nevertheless, this 
writer has sought to identify elements of natural law refl ected in rabbinic 
writings.14 This exercise is supplementary to that endeavor and designed 
to show that natural law notions fi nd expression in more instances than 
one might expect.

The book of Genesis contains accounts of a number of oaths involv-
ing the Patriarchs, including Abraham’s covenant with Avimelech sup-
ported by an oath, “for there they both swore” (Genesis 21:31) and a 
similar covenant between Isaac and Avimelech, “and they swore each to 

12 See John Locke, Two Treatises of Civil Government, chap. 2, para. 6: “The state 
of Nature has a law of Nature to govern it, which obliges every one, and reason, 
which is that law, teaches . . . that being all equal and independent, no one ought to 
harm another in his life, health, liberty or possessions; . . . . and not . . . take away or 
impair the life, or what tends to the preservation of the life, the liberty, health, limb, 
or goods of another.” 

13 John Simkin, “My Lai Massacre,” Spartacus Educational (September, 1997, 
updated April, 2015), http://spartacus-educational.com/VNmylai.htm.

14 See J. David Bleich, “Judaism and Natural Law,” The Philosophical Quest: Of 
Philosophy, Ethics, Law and Halakhah (Jerusalem, 2013), pp. 85-124.
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his brother” (Genesis 26:31). Abraham also demanded an oath from his 
servant Eliezer with regard to the genealogical identity of the bride 
Eliezer was to choose for Isaac (Genesis 24:9) and Jacob insisted that 
Esau swear an oath confi rming the sale of his birthright (Genesis 25:13). 
Later, Joseph swore to his father that he would bury him in the land of 
Canaan (Genesis 47:31) and Joseph, in turn, caused his brothers to swear 
that when their descendants would be redeemed from Egypt they would 
reinter him in the Promised Land (Genesis 50:25). 

The eighteenth-century scholar, R. Judah Rosanes, Mishneh la-Melekh, 
Hilkhot Melakhim 10:7, s.v. shuv ra’iti, is the fi rst to question the effi cacy 
of those oaths. Those oaths were all pre-Sinaitic. A prohibition against 
violating an oath is not included in the Seven Commandments of the 
Sons of Noah. Mishneh la-Melekh is content to explain the oaths sworn by 
our forefathers on the basis of the tradition that the Patriarchs were well 
aware of the contents of the corpus of law to be revealed at Sinai and were 
meticulous in their observance of the full complement of 613 command-
ments. Mishneh la-Melekh is willing to ascribe the same degree of obser-
vance to Eliezer, who was regarded by the Sages as a highly meritorious 
individual. But, notes Mishneh la-Melekh, that cannot be said of Esau “for 
it would be enough for us if he had fulfi lled the seven Noahide command-
ments.” Nor, for that matter, does it explain why Abraham and Isaac each 
exacted a reciprocal oath from Avimelech.

The problem would be obviated if it could be established that Noa-
hides are somehow bound by their oaths even though such an obligation 
is not explicitly posited in the Noahide Code. Indeed, the Palestinian 
Talmud, Nazir 9:1, records a controversy with regard to whether Noa-
hides are bound by the admonition “he shall not profane his word” 
(Numbers 30:3). One school of thought takes the position that, since the 
verse is addressed to Jews, non-Jews have no similar constraint. Another 
school of thought not only posits a prohibition against false oaths binding 
upon Jew and gentile alike but maintains that only Jews, circumstances 
permitting, can avail themselves of a process of nullifi cation of a vow 
whereas non-Jews are entirely denied such an option. The fi rst opinion 
simply underscores the problem with regard to pre-Sinaitic oaths. The 
second opinion renders those oaths meaningful but fails to explain why 
the commandment “he shall not profane his word,” ostensibly addressed 
solely to Jews, as are the other miẓvot commanded at Sinai, should also be 
binding upon non-Jews.

In presenting what he himself concedes is a strained reading of the 
text of the Palestinian Talmud, Mishneh la-Melekh asserts that the contro-
versy recorded in that source should be understood as limited to vows but 
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that an obligation to swear truthfully is subsumed in the commandments 
of the Noahide Code and hence is binding upon both Jews and non-Jews. 
Mishneh la-Melekh asserts that a false oath or abrogation of an oath un-
dertaken in conjunction with invocation of the Divine Name constitutes 
an avizra, or an “appurtenance” of blasphemy. Falsely invoking the name 
of God is a profanation of His Name and is incorporated in the prohibi-
tion against blasphemy, a transgression that is indeed one of the seven 
explicitly enumerated Noahide commandments. As such, the prohibition 
is binding upon all human beings from the time of Adam to whom, as 
stated by the Gemara, Sanhedrin 56a, the Noahide Code, with the excep-
tion of the prohibition against consuming fl esh torn from a living animal, 
was commanded. 

A similar view was expressed by R. Pinchas ha-Levi Horowitz, 
renowned as the author of the talmudic commentaries Hafl a’ah and 
Ha-Makneh, in his commentary on the Pentateuch, Panim Yafot, Num-
bers 30:2. Panim Yafot comments that the verse introducing the biblical 
section dealing with vows, “this is the matter which God commanded 
you” (Numbers 30:2), should not be understood as referring to a newly-
transmitted “matter” concerning oaths but to an earlier commanded 
“matter,” viz., the prohibition against blasphemy that is also integral to 
the Noahide Code. Panim Yafot, unlike numerous other authorities, con-
cedes that Noahides were later excluded from the prohibition on the basis 
of talmudic exegesis as is evident from the discussion of the Palestinian 
Talmud, Nazir 9:1.

Mishneh la-Melekh himself expresses some reservation with regard to 
his thesis both because of the apparent thrust of the discussion recorded 
in the Palestinian Talmud and because an earlier authority, R. Samuel 
Jaffe Ashkenazi, in his commentary on the Midrash, Yefeh To’ar, Bereshit 
Rabbah 34:7, s.v. ve-al ha-keshafi m, assumes that non-Jews are not com-
manded to abjure false oaths.15

Those comments notwithstanding, the concept of a prohibition that 
is binding even in the absence of a revealed dogmatic commandment is 
not entirely unknown in Jewish law. One such admonition is expressly 
formulated by the Gemara, Sanhedrin 74a. The Sages posited three car-
dinal prohibitions that demand martyrdom rather than transgression, one 
of which is homicide. Confronted with an ultimatum to kill another 

15 Cf., the same author’s Mishneh la-Melekh, Parashat Derakhim, Derekh ha-Atarim, 
derush shlishi, s.v. ve-al ha-keshafi m, where he follows R. Samuel Jaffe Ashkenazi, 
Yefeh To’ar, Bereshit Rabbah 34:7, in assuming without question that Noahides are 
not subject to the prohibition “he shall not profane his word” (Numbers 30:3).
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person or to forfeit one’s own life, the Gemara declares that one dare not 
take the life of another in order to save oneself. In a response to the query, 
“From whence is this derived?” the Gemara responds, “Sevara hu! What 
makes you regard your blood as sweeter than the blood of your fellow?” 
The term “sevara” in this context connotes a principle readily intuited by 
human reason. The parity existing between all lives, we are told, requires 
no Scriptural basis. The principle can be apprehended by human reason 
even in the absence of dogmatic revelation. Not only is the infi nite—and 
hence equal—value of every life known a priori but the implication of 
that awareness as governing human conduct is also readily apprehended 
by the human intellect. Reason commands that a person desist from 
homicide even when his own life is at stake. That is the sole natural law 
prohibition explicitly formulated by the Sages.16 Elsewhere17 this writer 
has endeavored to show that some medieval authorities recognized other 
binding natural law prohibitions as well. Assuming that reason recognizes 
the moral odium associated with homicide and also has the power to 
regulate human activity even to the extent of providing authority for pun-
ishment for ignoring the dictate of reason, to what purpose did the Deity 
dogmatically prohibit that which is already intuited as being forbidden? If 
the legislative authority of reason is on par with that of revelation, formal 
scriptural prohibition of homicide would appear to be redundant.18 

Although not formulated as a resolution of this problem, the com-
ments of R. Jacob Mecklenberg, Ha-Ketav ve-ha-Kabbalah, Genesis 9:5, 
serves to answer the question. Regarding homicide Scripture states, 

16 The Gemara, Bava Kamma 46b, also employs the term “sevara” to establish 
the rule that the burden of proof lies with the plaintiff on the basis of the maxim “A 
person who is in pain goes to the home of a physician,” i.e., a person seeking redress 
must engage in endeavors to achieve that end. The term “sevara” used in that context 
means simply “common sense.” Similarly, the Mishnah, Ketubot 22a, declares that a 
woman known to have been married only on the basis of her own disclosure of that 
fact has similar credibility to declare the marriage to have been terminated by death 
of the husband or dissolved by divorce. The maxim “The mouth that has prohibited 
is the mouth that has permitted” refl ects simply the logical inconsistency inherent 
in extending credibility to a person’s statement contrary to that person’s own inter-
est but withholding credibility to mitigation of such prejudice included in the same 
statement. The term “sevara” used in association with that principle means simply 
“logical consistency.” In any event, in those two instances, the term “sevara” serves 
to establish rules of judicial procedure but does not at all describe moral reasoning or 
to establish a rule governing human conduct.

17 See supra, note 13.
18 It is possible that no punishment could be imposed by human courts in the ab-

sence of an explicit scriptural proscription. See R. Meir Simchah ha-Kohen of Dvinsk, 
Meshekh Ḥokhmah, Parashat Bo, s.v., ve-yitakhen, cited below. See infra, note 22 and 
accompanying text.
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“From the hand of a man’s brother will I require the blood of man” 
(Genesis 9:5). Ha-Ketav ve-ha-Kabbalah draws attention to the incon-
gruous depiction of the murderer as the brother of his victim. The 
murderer presumably acts out of malice; violence is the antithesis of 
brotherhood. Ha-Ketav ve-ha-Kabbalah observes that, at times, taking a 
human life may be motivated not by malice but by compassion. Euthanasia 
is designed to spare the patient from further suffering. As such, it is in-
deed an act of love, not of hatred. Thus, “brotherly,” or compassionate, 
homicide is expressly forbidden. Nevertheless, it need not be argued that 
euthanasia is forbidden a priori as a natural law prohibition. If euthanasia 
is not prohibited a priori, the biblical injunction is not superfl uous; it is 
necessary to encompass the rare instances in which reason does not man-
date renunciation of the prerogative of taking the life of a fellow human 
being. 

There is one other talmudic occurrence of the term “sevara” in as-
sociation with establishment of a normative rule of conduct. The Gemara, 
Berakhot 35a, questions the source of the halakhic requirement for pro-
nouncing a blessing before partaking of food. The response is that the 
prescription is a matter of sevara: “If a person is required to recite Grace 
after Meals subsequent to partaking of food, a fortiori he is required to 
recite a blessing before eating.” If sevara is an independent source of 
Halakhah requiring confi rmation neither in the form of a biblical verse 
nor by means of rabbinic decree, the requirement mandated by reason 
ought to have the status of a biblical obligation. Yet, it is evident from a 
related discussion of the Gemara, Berakhot 21a,19 that the obligation to 
offer a blessing before partaking of food is the product of a rabbinic 
enactment. Pnei Yehoshu’a, in his commentary on Berakhot 35a, resolves 
the inconsistency by positing a controversy between the two talmudic 
discussions. Pnei Yehoshu’a affi rms that the principle of sevara invoked by 
Berakhot 35a is designed to establish a biblical obligation while asserting 
that medieval halakhic decisors assigned priority to the discussion of 
Berakhot 21a in ruling that the obligation is of rabbinic origin. 

R. Ezekiel Landau, Ẓlaḥ, Berakhot 35a, dismisses Pnei Yehoshu’a’s 
thesis with the observation that, were the obligation to recite a blessing 
before partaking of Divine bounty to be the product of reason, the obli-
gation should be binding upon non-Jews as well as Jews. The corpus of 
law revealed at Sinai is binding only upon the children of Israel who were 
the recipients of that revelation. The Noahide code was revealed to Adam 
and hence is binding upon all of humanity. However, if reason is endowed 

19 That inference is made explicit by Rashi, Berakhot 20b, s.v. lo lefaneha.
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with legislative authority, since Jews and non-Jews are equally endowed 
with reason, the obligation to recite a blessing, if it is indeed the product 
of reason, should be incumbent upon non-Jews as well. No hint to that 
effect is to be found in any rabbinic source.20

Ẓlaḥ asserts that the a fortiori argument is not in the nature of a kal 
va-ḥomer gemurah, i.e., it is not an absolute, clearly intuited a priori argu-
ment. Hence its conclusion cannot be said to be compelled by reason. 
Apparently, a person required to praise God for the bounty of which he 
has partaken should be prompted by that obligation also to recognize 
that a similar obligation is occasioned by God’s gift of the wherewithal to 
assuage his hunger. But, apparently, the sense of gratitude experienced by 
a person upon having enjoyed a benefi t may be greater than the gratitude 
felt before actually benefi ting from the bounty bestowed upon him.21 The 
argument, then, according to Ẓlaḥ, may be said to appeal to reason but 
cannot be regarded as compelled by reason. Only obligations compelled by 
reason can be regarded as generating a normative natural law obligation. 

There is at least one other natural law obligation posited by Judaism, 
although not expressly formulated and certainly not categorized in that 
manner. In Rambam’s enumeration of the commandments of the 
Decalogue—and the enumeration widely accepted by Jews—“I am the Lord 
your God” (Exodus 20:1) constitutes the fi rst of the Ten Commandments.22 
That verse, for Rambam, is not a declarative sentence but a command-
ment to acknowledge the existence of the Deity. Thus, belief in God is a 
miẓvah, i.e., it must be accepted because God commands its acceptance.

The fi rst and most immediate question is: How can belief be com-
manded? Belief is an epistemological state and hence can hardly be com-
manded. Either one recognizes the truth of a proposition or one does 
not. How beliefs are formed is a matter to be addressed by epistemolo-
gists and psychologists but, when there is no belief, human will cannot 

20 That argument, astute as it appears to be, is not compelling. The obligation to 
give thanks for food one is about to eat is not mandated by sevara sua sponte. The 
rational argument is presented in the form of a kal va-ḥomer, viz., an a fortiori argu-
ment predicated upon an already established obligation to recite Grace after Meals. 
That is a biblical obligation limited to Jews; hence, Jews who are obligated to recite 
Grace after Meals must, a fortiori, be regarded as also mandated to recite a blessing 
before eating. Since non-Jews are not obligated to recite Grace after Meals, there is no 
premise that might serve as the basis of an a priori argument extending the obligation 
to pronouncing a blessing before partaking of food.

21 See Berakhot 21a: “Mah le-mazon she-ken neheneh.”
22 See Rambam, Sefer ha-Miẓvot, Miẓvot Aseh, no. 1 and idem, Hilkhot Yesodei 

ha-Torah 1:6.
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cause it to come into being. Conversely, if belief exists, a commandment 
to believe is superfl uous.

According to Rambam, for those present at Sinai, a commandment to 
believe was indeed superfl uous. Revelation at Sinai was in the nature of 
prophecy. The prophetic state, for Rambam, is an intellectual experience, 
an experience that is self-validating and not subject to error. Phenomeno-
logical experiences are always veridical; it is only our categorization and 
interpretation of the phenomenon that is subject to error. Psychosomatic 
pain is pain; it is only attribution of the pain to a physical cause that is 
subject to error. Similarly, prophecy, for Rambam, is qualitatively differ-
ent from, and hence cannot be mistaken for, any other phenomenon. 
Prophetic perception of the Deity is not subject to error. Hence, for the 
recipients of Revelation, that phenomenon constituted an undeniable 
awareness of the presence of God. Intellectual proofs designed to demon-
strate the veridical nature of a phenomenological experience are unneces-
sary and entirely superfl uous. Similarly, experiential perception of God is 
a far stronger proof of His existence than any philosophical proof could 
possibly be. The commandment regarding belief in God is necessary sole-
ly for those who were not privileged to be present at Sinai and to partici-
pate in that revelation. The commandment, then, as is the case with all 
commandments, is to transmit its content to future generations but—
unlike other commandments—this commandment as applied to the gen-
eration of Sinai was superfl uous; validation of that which is already known 
and accepted is unnecessary. As expressed by R. Judah ha-Levi, Kuzari, 
Part I, sec. 25, later generations are aware of the existence of the Deity 
because such knowledge was passed on to them by an earlier generation. 

But this explains only what it means to say that a person is com-
manded to believe that God exists. The more challenging problem is how 
can that miẓvah be incorporated in a catalogue of miẓvot. The concept of 
a commandment is vacuous unless there is a commander. There cannot 
be a miẓvah (commandment) but for a meẓavveh (commander). The no-
tion of a meẓavveh must precede any notion of a commandment. 

Put somewhat differently, a person obeys because he is commanded 
to obey. But why must he obey the commander? The answer cannot be 
that he must obey because such was the commander’s command because 
such an answer is circular in nature. To say that one need not obey the 
commander’s command other than because that is what the commander 
has commanded is to beg the question. To answer in that manner is to 
confess that an obligation of obedience arises solely from the corpus of 
that which has been commanded. But left unexplicated is the antecedent 
basis that compels a person to obey that which is commanded.
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Indeed, Rambam’s predecessor in the endeavor to identify each of 
the six hundred and thirteen commandments, R. Simon Kayyara, Ba’al 
Halakhot Gedolot, omitted belief in God from his enumeration of the 
miẓvot. Ramban, in his commentary on Rambam’s Sefer Ha-Miẓvot, 
Miẓvot Aseh, no. 1, explains that omission: “However, belief in His exis-
tence, may He be exalted, that He made known to us by means of signs 
and wonders and by revelation of the Shekhinah (Divine Presence) to our 
eyes, is the principle and root from which the miẓvot were born and is not 
to be counted in their calculation.” 

Ramban’s assumption of why Ba’al Halakhot Gedolot fails to include 
belief in God in his list of six hundred and thirteen commandments is, of 
course, correct as a matter of formal logic: to include that principle in a 
listing of commandments would undermine the notion of a miẓvah. As 
the ancient paradox put it: “All Cretins are liars. I am a Cretin. Therefore, 
I am a liar. But if I am a liar, then not all Cretins are liars. If not all Cretins 
are liars, then when I say, “I am a liar,” it is a true statement. But if “all 
Cretins are liars” is a true statement, then I am also a liar and, if so, I lie 
when I say “all Cretins are liars . . . .” Bertrand Russell resolved that para-
dox by explaining that a proposition describing a class of propositions is 
not a member of the class it describes. Since such a proposition is outside 
the class it describes, it serves to establish the matrix in terms of which the 
propositions comprising a class of propositions is to be understood. “All 
Cretins are liars”23 is a meta-proposition describing an antecedent condi-
tion against which further propositions must be tested.24

Thus, “I am the Lord your God” cannot be a miẓvah on par with 
other miẓvot since miẓvot have viability only because there is a God who 
commands the miẓvah. The very notion of a miẓvah is meaningless unless 
there is a God who commands the miẓvah. Hence, the notion of a God 
who commands is outside of, and antecedent to, any list of miẓvot. Or, in 
the words of Ramban, “It is not proper that it be counted among them.”

But, then, if belief in God is not commanded, what makes belief in 
God incumbent upon us? To be sure, if there is no obligation to believe 
in the existence of God, then the very notion of a miẓvah in the sense of 
a binding obligation is devoid of meaning. The answer for Ba’al Halakhot 
Gedolot must be that belief in God is prior to acceptance of any and all 

23 For references to this paradox in classical sources see Theodore K. Scott, James 
Buridan: Sophisms on Meaning and Truth (New York, 1966), pp. 49-60 and p. 49, 
note 89.

24 See Bertrand Russell, Logic and Knowledge, Richard C. Marsh, ed. (London, 
1956), pp. 59-83, reprinted in Irving M. Copi and James A. Gould, Contemporary 
Readings in Logical Theory (New York, 1969), pp. 135-153.
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commandments. Moreover, acceptance of the notion of a duty to fulfi ll 
God’s will must also be antecedent to imposition of any particular duty. 
The proposition that it is incumbent upon man to obey the will of God 
must then be an a priori proposition that is not contingent upon dog-
matic revelation. Saadia, in his Emunot ve-De’ot, Third Treatise, chap. 1, 
declares that “logic demands that whoever does something good be com-
pensated either by means of a favor shown him, if he is in need of it, or by 
means of thanks, if he does not require any reward.” Indeed, for Saadia, 
the commandments that he classifi es as miẓvot sikhliyot, or miẓvot that 
reason makes imperative, is “implanted in our minds,” i.e., it is a priori in 
nature. The obligation to obey the will of God can best be compared to 
the natural inclination of children to obey a parent that may well be re-
garded as an intuitive response occasioned by the many acts of benefi -
cence performed by a parent on behalf of his or her child. A fortiori, the 
benefi ts provided by the Deity on behalf of His children give rise to a 
similar innate recognition. That is to say that obedience to the will of God 
is a principle of natural law.

The notion that, even in the absence of a revealed commandment, 
one must obey the will of God – or better, that one dare not thwart the 
divine intent – is supported by a number of medieval commentaries in 
their elucidation of a talmudic statement, Bava Kamma 85a: “‘And heal 
he shall heal’ (Exodus 21:19), from here it is derived that the physician 
was granted authority to heal.” The problem with regard to this rabbinic 
text is obvious: Why is it necessary for Scripture to grant explicit license 
for the practice of medicine? That which is not forbidden is presumed to 
be permitted. There is no hint of a biblical interdiction banning the prac-
tice of medicine. If so, why is there a need for a scriptural passage to 
permit that which is not forbidden?

Tosafot and Rashba resolve the problem by stating that, absent ex-
plicit permission, a person who intervenes in physiological processes in 
order to cure ailments “appears as if he is thwarting a decree of the King.” 
Rashi expresses the same concept in describing the ostensive nature of the 
physician’s professional conduct in the form of a rhetorical exclamation, 
“God affl icts and [the physician] cures!” The import of this exegetical 
comment is that, but for the verse “and heal he shall heal,” we would be 
a nation of faith-healers to whom the practice of medicine is forbidden. 
Physiological disorders are the result of divine providence; providence is 
the manifestation of divine will. Ergo, any attempt to cure sickness by 
means of human intervention is an attempt to frustrate the divine will. 
The only conceivable reason that such an endeavor would be interdicted 
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is that man is duty-bound to surrender to the will of God.25 Since there is 
no revealed commandment admonishing man to obey the will of God, 
such a duty must be apprehended by human intellect without need of a 
dogmatic decree. The duty, then, is in the form of a natural law obligation.

Even if Saadia’s depiction of miẓvot sikhliyot is not accepted, the duty 
to obey the will of God must be regarded as a natural law principle. Since, 
as already noted, that obligation cannot be born of Revelation because, in 
the absence of such a duty, there would be no obligation to obey revealed 
laws, Rambam must also have recognized that the obligation is a priori in 
nature. Presumably, Ramban’s contention that belief in the existence of 
God is a meta-principle logically prior to acceptance of the legal corpus of 
Judaism, and hence not binding solely as a miẓvah posited by that legal 
system, would have readily been conceded by Rambam. 

Rambam’s inclusion of “I am the Lord your God” as one of the six 
hundred and thirteen miẓvot must be understood as fl owing from his 
recognition that the term “miẓvot” in that context is not to be under-
stood in the conventional sense of miẓvah. Rambam’s enumeration is an 
elucidation of R. Simlai’s dictum, Makkot 23b: “Six hundred and thirteen 
miẓvot were revealed to Moses . . . . Said R. Hamnuna, ‘. . . Moses com-
manded the Torah to us’ (Deuteronomy 33:41). The numerical equiva-
lent of ‘Torah’ is six hundred and eleven. ‘I am the Lord your God’ and 
‘you shall not have other gods’ we heard from the mouth of the Al-
mighty.” As understood by Rambam, the term “miẓvot” employed in that 
dictum should not be translated as “commandments” but as having a 
more fundamental meaning. A commandment is an exhortation designed 
to generate an affective response, positive or negative, in terms of human 
conduct. That is how the term “miẓvah” is generally used. But the root 
meaning of the term “miẓvah” signifi es simply a matter “regulated” or 
“governed” by Revelation. Of course, all miẓvot are governed by Revela-
tion, but not all miẓvot are divinely mandated imperatives.

The Chafetz Chaim is reputed to have commented that there are not 
six hundred and thirteen miẓvot but six hundred and thirteen “inyanim” 
or “subjects” contained in the Torah. The meaning of that observation is 
that there are six hundred and thirteen matters governed or regulated by 
Revelation, not all of which are necessarily commanded in the sense of 
being either mandated or proscribed. Thus, in divorcing a wife, a man 
should not anticipate reward for fulfi lling an affi rmative obligation; yet 
divorce is one of the enumerated miẓvot. The meaning of a miẓvah in that 

25 Cf., J. David Bleich, Judaism and Healing, 2nd ed. (Jersey City, N.J., 2003), 
pp. 1-2.
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context is simply that the Torah created the institution of divorce as a 
means of severing the marital bond without either mandating or forbid-
ding a person to avail himself of that halakhic expedient. Divorce, when 
initiated, must be carried out in a particular manner; it is the availability 
of divorce and its mode of execution that constitutes a miẓvah in the 
sense of being the product of a ẓivvui, or Divine ordinance. 

Belief in God is tantamount to an a priori concept and the duty to 
obey God’s will is known by light of reason alone. Nevertheless, the com-
plexities regarding the nature of God as a unitary, incorporeal being are 
not necessarily known a priori but can be deduced on the basis of logical 
reasoning and were made known to man, even to the unsophisticated, on 
the basis of Revelation. Thus, there is no substantive controversy between 
Ba’al Halakhot Gedolot and Rambam. Rather, Ba’al Halakhot Gedolot 
understood R. Simlai to be using the term miẓvah in its usual sense, 
thereby rendering its application to belief in God inappropriate. Rambam, 
in contrast, understands the term as meaning “regulated” or “defi ned” by 
Revelation, a sense in which the term miẓvah is applicable to belief in God 
as well. 

Although this basic understanding of Ba’al Halakhot Gedolot is self-
evident, it is probably best expressed by a twentieth-century scholar, 
R. Elchanan Wasserman, in his Bi’urei Aggadot ha-Shas, published as an 
addendum to his Koveẓ He’arot. Reb Elchanan questions how a Noahide 
can be held responsible for obeying the Noahide commandments. Gen-
tiles did not have the benefi t of Revelation nor do they have an unbroken 
mesorah, or tradition, regarding the contents of the Noahide Code. For 
that matter, their history does not include a collective confi rmatory expe-
rience of the Divine in the form of Revelation or prophecy. Consequently, 
many, if not most, gentiles may be said to live in a state of invincible ig-
norance. Ignorance of the law may be no excuse; a person should inform 
himself of the contents of the law. But ignorance of the existence of the 
legal system itself should serve as a complete exoneration. How can a 
person be required to seek information regarding a system of law of 
whose existence he is entirely ignorant? How, then, can non-Jews be held 
accountable for breach of the Noahide code? 

Reb Elchanan’s response is that every intelligent person is aware of 
the existence of God. Reb Elchanan develops a rudimentary Argument 
from Design in asserting that every person can perceive that the universe 
must be the product of an intelligent being, i.e., God. Reb Elchanan pro-
ceeds to argue, not simply that there is an a priori duty to obey the will 
of God, but that there is also a concomitant duty to seek to determine 
whether God has made His will known to man. The quest for that 
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information should ultimately direct a persevering inquirer to the teach-
ings and traditions of Judaism. Reb Elchanan not only affi rms what may 
be described as a natural law obligation to obey the command of God but 
also a natural law obligation to ascertain whether God has revealed His 
will to man. 

Other medieval authorities invoke an entirely different natural law 
proposition substantiating the duty to obey the revealed law. Rather than 
resorting to a natural law duty directly obligating man to obey the will of 
God, as did Saadia, they posit a much broader obligation in the form of a 
social contract theory. The fullest discussion of that thesis is presented by 
R. Isaac ben Sheshet, Teshuvot Rivash, no. 399. Rivash was questioned 
with regard to the authority of a community to promulgate ordinances 
and regulations and the source of that authority. Rivash does not adduce 
any biblical verse from which such authority might be inferred but never-
theless declares that communal authority to issue ordinances is biblical in 
nature. Rivash declares simply that any society, geographical or in the 
form of a commonality of interest such as artisans’ guilds, may promul-
gate ordinances governing the members of that society. Moreover, and 
perhaps even more signifi cantly, such authority includes license to punish 
violation of communally decreed ordinances by imposing sanctions upon 
malfeasors. Such ordinances, declares Rivash, are binding upon future 
progeny as well as upon strangers who establish residence within a par-
ticular society, “for it is as if they explicitly accepted the ordinances of the 
city at the time of their arrival.” That formulation resonates with the 
notion of the social contract set forth by Thomas Hobbes in his Leviathan. 
Hobbes maintains that such contracts are binding solely because of the 
natural law principle “That Men performe their Covenants made.”26 

More striking is that Rivash cites Ramban, in his Mishpat ha-Ḥerem. 
Ramban declares that, not only are communal ordinances designed to 
promote the welfare of society binding by virtue of the social contract, 
but that the social contract serves also as authority for the binding nature 
of the obligations to read the Megillah on Purim and of observance of the 
communal fast days, obligations that are generally assumed to be based 
upon rabbinic legislative authority rather than upon some form of vox 
populi.27 Most striking is Ramban’s statement that “such is the rule with 
regard to acceptance by the populace that is incumbent upon their prog-
eny as we fi nd with regard to acceptance of [the] Torah . . . .” Apparently 
recognizing that a presumption to the effect that dogmatically revealed 

26 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, Part I, chap. 15.
27 See Mishpat ha-Ḥerem, ed. Joseph Inger (Lakewood, NJ, 5777), p. 105.
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laws are to be deemed self-validating and binding solely on the basis of 
Divine command would involve circular reasoning, Ramban assumes that 
there must be an antecedent a priori principle that mandates acceptance 
of the binding nature of Revelation. But instead of positing an a priori 
duty to obey the will of God, Ramban predicates the binding nature of 
the revealed corpus of law upon acceptance of those laws by the populace 
as normative and binding—an acceptance in the nature of a reciprocally 
binding compact, adherence to which is based upon a premise of natural 
law.

Recognition of a natural law obligation to “perform covenants made” 
is explicitly formulated by a nineteenth-century authority as well. The 
publishers of the Vilna edition of the Talmud apparently relied upon ad-
vance subscriptions to assure that funds required for the cost of reprinting 
that set of volumes would be available. The volumes were reprinted one 
by one. The subscription price for the entire set was six rubles. It seems 
that a competing edition became available at a lower price. R. Eliezer 
Moshe ha-Levi Horowitz, the then-chief rabbi of Minsk, wrote a letter 
published in the prefatory material included in the 5622 printing of Bava 
Batra in which he alleged that many principles of commercial law and 
jurisprudence are valid simply upon the basis of reason alone. Included 
among them, he contends, is the obligation to honor a contractual prom-
ise. Hence, according to Rabbi Horowitz, the obligation to pay the 
agreed price upon the reprinting of the various volumes of the Talmud 
was fully binding simply because of the subscribers’ undertaking, fulfi ll-
ment of which is mandated by reason.28 Most surprising is Rabbi Horowitz’ 
view regarding the binding nature of dina de-malkhuta dina, the law of 
the land is the law. Medieval authorities struggled to explain why secular 
civil law should be binding upon Jewish nationals and propounded 
multiple theories in an endeavor to provide the basis in Jewish law for 
even a circumscribed obligation to obey the law of the land. In a brief, 
cryptic comment, expressed almost as an aside, Rabbi Horowitz advances 
the novel view that such an obligation is predicated solely upon the dic-
tate of reason. Since he does not relate that view to a social contract the-
ory, Rabbi Horowitz leaves the impression that it is the notion of 
obedience to law per se that constitutes the a priori duty. 

Awareness of the various expressions of a limited natural law position 
expressed by multiple rabbinic scholars renders the discovery that at least 
two comparatively recent scholars regarded false oaths to be proscribed 

28 For a fuller discussion of Rabbi Horowitz’ thesis see J. David Bleich, “Oral 
Obligations Unsupported by Kinyan,” Tradition, vol. 50, no. 3 (Fall, 2017), pp. 91-96.
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on the basis of reason alone to be less surprising. It is precisely that view 
that is formulated by R. Meir Simchah ha-Kohen of Dvinsk, Meshekh 
Ḥokhmah, Parashat Yitro, s.v., ve-yitakhen od, and R. Abraham Bornstein, 
Avnei Nezer, Yoreh De’ah, II, no. 306, secs. 16-17. Meshekh Ḥokhmah 
categorizes the prohibition against a false oath as a “miẓvah sikhlit” or 
“rational commandment” requiring no further justifi cation. As such, as-
serts Meshekh Ḥokhmah, punishment for violation of the prohibition re-
quires no biblical source. Rather, contends Meshekh Ḥokhmah, “for God 
will not hold guiltless he who takes His name in vain” (Exodus 20:7) in-
cludes “even a Noahide who is not commanded; whosoever takes His 
name in vain God will not hold guiltless even though they are not pun-
ished by the hands of man.” Both authorities explain that the prohibition 
was binding even before Sinai by virtue of its a priori nature and hence is 
equally binding upon Jew and gentile alike.29 According to Meshekh 
Ḥokhmah, punishment for violation of the prohibition by a Noahide is 
punishable only at the hands of Heaven because the act is not formally 
interdicted by the Noahide code. Thus the phrase “God will not hold 
guiltless” is understood by Meshekh Ḥokhmah as a declaration that punish-
ment for this transgression is reserved to God. 

Avnei Nezer was fully cognizant of the problem of why the com-
mandments of the Torah should be regarded as self-validating in the ab-
sence of any prior undertaking to accept such obligations. Avnei Nezer 
regards those commandments as binding and enforceable solely on the 
basis of the accompanying oath sworn by the recipients of Revelation.30 
But what is the basis for regarding an oath as binding if not the Divine 
command recorded in the Torah? To that question Avnei Nezer replies 
that the fulfi lment of an oath is mandated by reason and is not contingent 
upon a revealed commandment.

But if a false oath is to be abjured on the basis of a natural law prin-
ciple alone, why was such a prohibition included in the revealed corpus of 
law? In resolving that question, Avnei Nezer places an interesting limita-
tion upon the type of oath enforceable solely by virtue of natural law. 
Reason, declares Avnei Nezer, mandates that interpersonal oaths and 
oaths between man and the Deity be truthful because other persons, or 
the Deity, have an interest in their fulfi lment. But oaths pertaining only to 
oneself, e.g., an oath to eat or not to eat a particular food, is of no con-
cern to other persons and, accordingly, there is no a priori reason why 

29 Cf., however, the earlier citation of the Palestinian Talmud, Nazir 9:1 and Panim 
Yafot, Numbers 30:2.

30 See Yoma 73b; Nedarim 8a; and Shevu’ot 21b.
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such an oath must be truthful. Similarly, since such an oath is unrelated 
to a person’s relationship with the Deity, there is no a priori reason to 
assume that God is concerned with the veracity of the oath or lack thereof. 
Consequently, a dogmatic commandment is required to establish that 
even such oaths must be truthful. In effect, the commandment makes it 
known to us that God is concerned even with the truthfulness of oaths 
whose sole effect is upon the oath-taker.

Both Meshekh Ḥokhmah and Avnei Nezer part company from other 
natural law theorists in one important regard. Classical natural law theo-
rists not only recognize the binding nature of natural law propositions 
but also accept the notion that reason recognizes that transgressors of 
natural law principles ought to be punished by human courts.31 Thus, 
natural law legislates not only the proscription but also punishment for 
violation. Meshekh Ḥokhmah and Avnei Nezer recognize the binding na-
ture of the natural law proposition prohibiting limited forms of false oaths 
but not the legislative power of human reason to authorize man to penalize 
violation of proscriptions that are based solely upon reason. Consequently, 
both authorities assert that, absent a biblical mandate, transgressions of 
that nature are not subject to punishment by terrestrial tribunals; rather 
punishment of such infractions is reserved to Heaven alone.

Avnei Nezer posits an interesting halakhic ramifi cation of that thesis. 
The halakhic prohibition is couched in the phrase “If a person shall enun-
ciate . . . .” (Numbers 6:2) and the person making an oath is admonished 
“he shall not profane his word” (Numbers 30:3). Oaths require vocaliza-
tion. Avnei Nezer maintains that the act of writing the text of an oath is 
not halakhically equivalent to an oral expression. The distinction between 
speaking and writing is a technical halakhic construct; reason certainly 
does not distinguish between written and oral oaths. Consequently, Avnei 
Nezer concludes that violation of a written oath is punishable only at the 
hands of Heaven.32 For non-Jews, who are bound to be truthful in swearing 
an oath only by virtue of natural law rather than by an explicit admonition 
contained in the Noahide Code, there is no such distinction; violation of 
both oral and written oaths by Noahides is punishable only at the hands 
of Heaven.

The most expansive recognition of natural law principles is also the 
oldest. The eleventh-century authority, R. Nissim Gaon, in a short essay 

31 See, for example, Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Part 2, question 95, 
article 2. 

32 See Teshuvot R. Akiva Eger, no. 30, who asserts that written oaths are of no 
validity even if, for other purposes, writing is halakhically equated with speaking.
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published as an introduction to the fi rst volume of the Talmud, declares, 
“All miẓvot contingent upon sevara and understanding of the intellect, 
are incumbent upon everyone from the day that God created Adam on 
earth.” R. Nissim Gaon recognizes a dichotomy between “rational com-
mandments” and “dogmatic commandments.” In doing so, he is merely 
following the earlier-cited distinction formulated by Saadia. However, 
R. Nissim Gaon goes beyond Saadia in asserting that all “rational” com-
mandments were binding upon Adam, and hence on all mankind, by 
virtue of reason alone. Thus, R. Nissim Gaon must certainly be catego-
rized as a natural law theorist. 


